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The main purpose of this paper is to settle the following problem concerning aproduct formula 
for the Tychonoff f;lnctor 7, by introducing the notion of w-compact spaces: Characterize a 
topological space X such that 7(X x Y) = r(X) X F( Y) for any topological space Y. We also study 
the properties of w-compact spaces, and it is proved that, for any famiIy {X,} of w-compact s;laces, 
the product n X0 is also w-compact and r(fl X,) = n 7(X& 
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I. Introduction 
In this paper we mean by a space a topological space with no separation axiom 
unless otherwise specified, and we denote by N and I the set of natural numbers and 
the closed unit interval respectivek 
For a space X, let Ix be the set of all continuous maps cp :X + I and consider a 
continuous map Gx :X + P(X) from X to the product space P(X) = n (I, 1 (p E 1”) 
defined by @X(X) = (q(x)) E P(X), where IW = I for any q E IX. Let us put T(X) = 
@x(X) c P(X). Then for a continuous map f :X + Y we have a continuous map 
7(f): T(X) + r(Y) by defining ~(fi(t) to be the point of r(Y) whose @-coordinate is 
the J/ 0 f-coordinate of t E T(X), where (II E 1 y, and the diagram 
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is commutative. Thus 7 is a covariant functor from the, category of topological spaces 
and continuous maps into itself, which we call .&he Tyshonoff functor after K. Morita 
[4]. The Tychonoff unctor is the reflector :from the category above to the full 
subcategory ofTychonoff spaces. Hence the following statements are valid: 
(I) Vor any cozero-set G of X, @x(G) is a cozero-set of r(X) with @I;’ @x (G) = 
G. 
(II) For any family of spaces (x0 Icr E 0) there exists a continuous map 
f : r(n XI) + n 7(X,) such that 
n Qix, =f 0*x*** 
If f is homeomorphic, we put 
T(rIXP) =n 7(X!). 
Concerning this equality for the case of any two spaces X and Y, the following 
theorem was proved by R. Puppier [6]. 
Theorem 1.1. lf X is a locally compact Hausdorjkpace, then the equality 7(X x Y) = 
r(X) x r(Y) holds for any space Y. 
Recently K. Morita has given another proof of this theorem t:! proving the 
following result. 
Theorem 1.2. For any spaces Xand Y, T(X x Y) = T(X) x T(Y) ifand only iffor any 
cozero-set G of X x Y and for any point (x, y ) E G there exists a rectangular coreto-set 
U,xV,ofX>cYsuchthat(x,y)~U,xV,~G. 
If U and V are cozero-sets of X and Y respectively, then U x V is called a 
rectangular cozero-set of X x Y. 
Furthermore, with the aid of Theorem 1.2, S. Oka [S] has proved the follc”wing 
result. 
Theorem 13. Let X be a Tychonoff splrrce. Then the following conditions are 
equivalenk 
(1) X is locally compact. 
(2) 7(Xx Y)=XXT(Y) for 
However the following problem still remains open: Characterize a space X such 
that the equality 7(X x Y) = ?(A, 1 x T(Y) holds for any space Y. 
The main purpose of this paper is !io give the solution for this problem by 
introducing the notion of W-COIN act spa,ces and to study the remarkable properties 
of w-compact spaces. 
A subset P of a space X is called a Ir-open set of X if it is a union of cozero-sets of
X. Obviously a subset P of a space X irs T-open if and only if P = OF;’ (Q) for some 
open set Q of T(X). Furthermore the union and the finite intersection of Ir-open sets 
are also T-open. 
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Definition 1.4. A space X is w-compact if for any family (PA) of r-open sets of X 
with the finite intersection property, n & #0. 
As is easily seen, this definition is equivalent to the following: A space X is 
w-compact if for any collection {A,} of closed sets of X such that it is closed under the 
finite intersection and each A, contains a non-empty cozero-set of X, we have 
nA,#0. 
Every compact space is w-compact, but the converse isnot true in general. In fact, 
it is known that there exists a regular 7’1 space X, containing at least wo points, in 
which every continuous map from X to the real line J? is constant. Such a space X is 
w-compact but not compact. The basic properties of w-compact spaces will be 
mentioned in Section 2. 
Now, by making use of the notion of w-compact spaces, we can solve the problem 
above. 
Theorem 1.5. For a space X, the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) For each point x of X, there exists a cozero-set nbd (= neighborhood) W of x such 
that @is w-compact. 
(2) 7(X X Y) = 7(X) X 7(Y) for any space Y. 
(3) 7(X x Y) = r(X) x 7(Y) for any regular Tl space Y. 
As is shown in Section 2, there exists a w-compact Hausdorff space being not 
locally compact, and hence Theorem 1.5 shows that, in case X is not Tychonoff, (1) 
and (2) in Theorem 1.3 are not equivalent. 
In case Y is any k-space, the following result was proved by R. Puppier [6], where 
we mean by a k-space a Hausdorff k-space. 
Theorem 1.6. If r(X) is a locally compact space, then r(X x Y) = T(X) x r(Y) for 
any k-space Y. 
However, more precisely, we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.7. For a space X, the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) For each point x of X and for any cozero-set nbd U of x, there exists a cozero-set 
W of X such that x E W c U and w is pseudocompact (that is, every continuous map 
f: lb R is bounded). 
(2) T(X x Y) = r(X) x 7(Y) for any k-space Y. 
(3) 7(X x Y) = T(X) x r(Y) for any regular k-space Y. 
Finally, as for the product of w-compact spaces, we shall estabii.sh t e following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1.8. Let (x,) be any jkmily of w-compact spaces. ‘Then the following 
statements are valid. 
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(1) The product n X, is also w-compack 
(2) The equality r(n X,) = n r(X,jr hok. 
The first of the theorem is a generalization of a famous theorem of Tychonoff 
concerning the product of compact spaces and the second is an infinite product 
formula for the Tychonoff unctor which ;is proved with the aid of the first. 
As the applications ofTheorem 1.8 (2) we can obtain the following corollaries. 
Corallary 1.9. Let (x0 1 a E 0) be tiny f4l:mily of w-compact spaces. men for any 
continuous map f : fl X, + I, there exists a countable subset In’ of In and a continuous 
mapg:fi(X,laEn’}+Isuchthatf=gon, whereIr:nX,-*n{X=)arEn’}isthe 
projection. 
This is a generalization f Y. Mibu’s theorem [3] for the case of compact HausdorfF 
spaces. 
Comm 1.10. Let {Xa 1 a E In) bLb,p any family of w-compact spaces, and let Y be a 
T’ychonoff space with the Ga-diagonal. ??aen for an y continuous map f : Z(a) + Y, there 
exists a countable subset 0’ of 0 anId a continuous map g : n {X* 1 cy E 0’) + Y such that 
f=gon, wherea:nX~+n{X~)a&‘}istheprqieection. 
This is a generalization f R. Engelking’s theorem [1] for the case of compact Tl 
spaces, and Z(a) denotes the Z-product of spaces {Xa 1 a E In} for a fixed point 
a = (cr,) E nX=, i.e., 
Theorems 3.5 and 1.3 mentioned above were announced at the Colloquium on 
Topology in IBudapest, 1978. 
2. Proper&s of w-compact spuces 
In this section we shall study basic properties of w-compact spaces, 
Proposition 2.1. If X is a w-ct~m~~~ct space, then r(X) is compact. 
Proof. We first notice that T(X) ‘compact if and only if any family of zero-sets of X 
with the finite intersection property has the non-empty intersection. Now suppose 
that 7(X) is not compact. Then there exists a cozero-set cover % of X having no finite 
subcover, and hence we can #take a ‘zero-set refinement S’ = (2, I y E r) of % and-a 
cozero-set refinement {&, I y E r) (of ii!! such that Hy c Z,, for each y E K Let us put 
A,=X-Hw B,=X-Z,, 
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for any y E r Then {&, 1 YE r} is a family of cozero-sets of X with the finite 
intersection property and n J&cn A,, =S. Therefore X is not w-compact, which is 
a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
C~r~llIq 2.2. Let X be a Tychonoff space. If X is w-compact, then it is compact. 
The following proposition shows that the converse of Proposition 2.1 is not true in 
general. 
Proposition 2.3. There xists anon-w-compact, regular Hausdorff space X such that 
T(X) is compact. 
Proof. Let 01 be the first uncountable ordinal and let us put 
s rz W(o1+ 1) x W(o1+ l)+Jl, WI), 
where W(ol + 1) is the set of all ordinals cy G o1 with the usual interval topology. We 
put further 
P={(a, 01)la <&, Q =&J1, P)lP cwl) 
in S. For each n, let S, be the copy of S and pn a homeomorphism of S onto S,. In the 
topological sum U Sn of {& 1 n E N}, we identify a point QZ~_~( a) with qz,,,( p) for 
p E P and a point P&J) with az,,,+&) for 9 E Q. By this identification we have a 
quotient space Y, which is locally compact Hausdorff. I’dsw let X be a space obtained 
by adding a new point & to Y and introducing the topology in X as follows: the base 
at 6 is given by the totality of the sets (Y - & p](S)) u {& n E N, and the base at 
x f 6 is the same as in Y. Then X has the following properties: 
(1) X is regular Hausdorff but not Tychonoff. 
(2) T(X) is compact. 
(3) X is not w-compact. 
Indeed, (1) and (2) follow from the fact that any cozero-set of X containing 6 has to 
contain a set of the form 
(f}U 6 (XnQi(S))U CJ Qi(Ta) 
ill i=l 
for some cy < ~1, where T, = {(A, JL) 1 A, JA > (u} c S, and (3) follows from the fact that 
{cp~( r&) 1 a < WI} is a family of closed sets of X such that cp1 (T,) contains isolated 
points of X and 
Thus the proof is completed. . 
The closed sut?“ret of a w-compact space is not always w-compact. Far example, let 
X be a space obtained by introducing the following topology in the closed unit 
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interval I: the base at x # 0 is given by the family {V,(n) 1 e > 0} of E -nbds of x and the 
baseatx=Oisgivenbythefrunily{U,(O)-AI~>O},whereA={l/nIn~N).Then 
it is easily shown that X is w-compact but the closed subset A of X is not w-compact. 
We notice that X is completely HausdorR (that is, for any different points a and b of 
X there is a continuous map ;f : X + R such that f(a) #f(b)) but is not regular. Hence 
this example also shows that there exists a completely Hausdorff, w-compact space 
being not locally compact. 
Proposition 2.4. Jf U is a corero-set of a space X such that U is w-compact, then 
U n H is w-compact for any cozero-set H of X. 
Reef. We may assume that U A H is not empty. Let {A,} be a family of closed sets 
of U n H closed under the finite intersection and satisfying the condition that for 
each (Y, A, contains anon-empty cozero-set G, of U AH. Since G, A (U n H) is a 
non-empty cozero-set of X for each CU, {A,} is considered as a family of closed sets of 
0 with t%e same properties as in U AH. Hence we have 0 A, #0. This completes 
the proof. 
The following proposition is obvious. 
Proposition 2.5. If f : X -* Y is a continuous mop from a w-compact space X onto a 
space Y, then Y is also w-compact. 
Propition 2.6. Let Ubc a corero-setof a spacexsuch that Uis not w-compact. 77aen 
there exists a space Y with only one non-isolated point y. of Y and a continuous map 
h:XxY+Isuchthat 
h(r)\=1 fortE(Xxyo)u((X-U)xY) 
and 
h-‘Qb)n(Ux y)#B foryE Y-yo. 
Proof. Since 0 is not +compact, thert:* isa family {A, 1 a E 0) of closed sets of 0 
with n A, =0 suclh that it is closed MniEler the finite intersection and that each A, 
contains anon-empty cozero-set Gek of ti If we put H, = G, n U for each ac E 0, 
then Ha is a non-empty cozero-set o f Xi We now introduce the order in 0 in such a 
way that ar q3 if A, =A@, and co;tinstruct a space Y = J2 u(g), where e is a new 
poiint, with the topology as follows: each point of 0 is open and the totality of the sets 
U~={YE~~I@S~}U{~}, @~ln, is a base at e. Since for each CWE~ there is a 
non-empty zero-set L, of X contained in H,, there exists a continuous map 
h,:Xxa!+Isuchthat 
h&)=1 fortE(X-H,jxa, 
h,(z)=0 fortEL,xar. 
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Finally we define a map h :X x Y + I as follows: 
h(t)=h&) forzEXxa, 
h(t) = 1 forzEXX& 
Then it is easily seen that h is a continuous map satisfying the required properties. 
Thus the proof is completed. 
We notice that the above mentioned space Y is paracompact EIausdorfI. 
Proposition 2.7. For a space X, the following propeities are equivalent. 
(1) X is w-compact. 
(2) The projection WY : X x Y + Y is a Z-map (that is, *y(Z) is closed in Y for any 
zero-set Z of X X Y) for any space Y. 
(3) The projection TY : X x Y + Y is a Z-map for any paracompact Hausdoflspace 
Y. 
Proof. Since (2) + (3) is trivial and (3) * (1) is a direct consequence of Proposition 
2.6, we prove only (1) -, (2). Let Z be any zero-set of X x Y and put Z = 
{(x, y) 1 h(x, y) = 0) c X x Y, where h : X x Y + I is continuous. Now suppose there is 
a point y. of Y - vy(Z) such that (X x V) AZ i 0 for any open abd V of yGe Since X 
is pseudocompact, wehave 
iiih(x, yo)=a>O, 
and so for any point x of X there exists an open nbd kr, x V, of (x, yo) such that 
h(z) > ia for any point z of V, x V,. From this fact it easily follows that for any finite 
number of points x(l), . . . , x(n) of X there exists a zero-set L(x(l), w . . , x(n)) of X 
such that 
(j U&H.&(l), . . . , x(n)) #X. 
i=l 
Since X is w-compact, his leads us 3 contradiction. Thus WY is a Z-map. This 
completes the proof. 
If we replace “w-compact” by “pseudocompact” in Propositions 2.6 and 2.7, we 
have the following results, in which o. is the first countable ordinal and W(OO + 1) is 
the space of ordinals ac G 00 with the usual interval topology. 
Propdion 2.8. Let U be a cozero-set of a space X such that 0 is not p.ri3udocompact. 
Then there exists a conti”“:aous map h : X x W(oo + 1) + I such that 
h(z)=1 forzE(Xxoo)u((X-U)x W(w0+1)) 
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and 
h-‘(O)n(Uxn)#0 fotn<oo. 
Proof. Since 0’ is not pseudocompact, there exists a decreasing sequence (zn} of 
non-empty zero-sets of 0 with n 2, =0. With no loss of generality, we may assume 
that for each n, 2, contains anon-empty cozero-set G,, of a If we put H, = G, A U 
for any n, then each H, is a non-empty cozero-set of X For any n, we take a 
non-empty zero-set L, of X contained in H, and consider a continuous map 
h,:Xxn+I such that 
h,(z)=1 for&X-H,)xn, 
h&j = 0 for z EL, x II. 
Then the map h :X x W(W~+ 1) + I defined by 
h(r)=h,(z) forzEXXn, 
h(z:;= 1 forzEXXcri0 
is obviously continuous and satisfies the required properties. This completes the 
proof. 
Proposition 2,9. For a space X the following properties are equivalent. 
(1) X is pseudocompact. 
(2) The p?ojection WY :X x Y + Y is a Z-map for any k-space Y. 
(3) The projection ny :X x Y + Y is a Z-map for any compact Hausdoflspace Y. 
(4) The projection 9ry :X X Y + Y is a Z-map for Y = ‘W(WO+ 1). 
Roof. Since (2) + (3) and (3) + (4) are obvious and (4) + (1) is a direct consequence 
of Proposition 2.8, we prove only (1) -, (2). For this purpose we may assume that Y is 
a compact Mausdorff space, sine Y is a k-space. Let Z = {(x, y) 1 h(x, y) = 0) be a 
zero-set of X x Y, where h :X x Y + I is continuous. By Theorem 1.1 we have 
7(X x Y) == 7(X) x Y, and so there exists a continuous map g : T(X) x Y -) I such that 
go(@~xi+h, where iy:Y + Y is the identity map. Let us put Z’= 
{(A y)lgW, y)=Ol in 7(X)x Y. Since (& x iy)-‘(Z’) = Z, we have WY(Z) = 
&(Z’), where &: 7(X) x Y + Y is the projection. Hence it suffices to show that 
&(Z’) is closed in Y. To see this, notice that r(X) x Y is pseudocompact s well as 
r(X). Then, by a theorem of I. tilicksberg [2], T{X) x Y is C*-embedded in 
@(r(X)) x. Y, fr om which it easily foli BWS that &(Z’) is closed in Y. Thus the proof is 
completed. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.5 
Before proving Theorem 1.5, we state a lemma which is useful for the proof of 
Theorem 1.7 as well as Theorem 1.5. 
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Lemma 3.1. There exists a regular k-space X containing two different points a and b 
such that g(a) = g(b) for any continuous map g :X + R. 
Proof. Let S, P, Q, S, and qPn be the same as in the proof of Proposition 2.3 with the 
exception that n is any integer. In the topological sum T of {& 1 n = 0, ~1, . . .}, we 
identify a point Q~&P) with Q*,(P) for p E P and a point (pzm(q) with vZm+l(q) for 
q E Q. By this identification we have a quotient space Y, which is locally compact 
Hausdorff. Let X be a space obtained by adding different new points a and b to Y 
and introducing the topology in X as follows: the bases at a and b are given by the 
totality of the sets 
WMY- U QAW and (b)u (Y - !J cpi(S)), rt E N, 
jsn ja-n 
respectively. Then X is a regular space such that g(a) = g(b) for any continuous map 
g : X + R. Furthermore X is a k-space, because Y is locally compact Hausdorff and 
both a and b have the countable bases. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. (1) + (2). We first notice that T(X) is locally compact. Indeed, 
letxoEXandto= @&,). By our assumption there is a cozero-set nbd U of x0 such 
that 0 is w-compact. Since @x ( 0) is compact by Proposition 2.5 and Corollary 2.2 
and @,JU)e@&)e@&J), we have &(o)=&(U), and hence @x(U) is a 
compact nbd of to. 
Let H be a cozero-set of X x Y and let (x, y) E H. Then there exists a cozero-set 
nbd U of x such that 0 c H(y) = {x E X 1 (x, y) E H} and 0 is w-compact; his easily 
follows from Proposition 2.4. Since the projection ?zy : 0 x Y + Y is a Z-map by 
Proposition 2.7, V = Y - ~y( 0 x Y-H) is an open nbd of y, and hence we have 
U x V c H. From this fact it follows that, if h :X x Y + I is continuous and if we put 
h’(x), y) = h(x, y) for (x’, y) E T(X) x Y, 
where x is an arbitrary point of @;;’ (x’), then h' : 7(X) x Y + 1 is a (well-defined) 
continuous map. In fact, for any e > 0 and for any point (x0, yo) of X x Y, there exists 
an open nbd U x V of (x0, yo) such that 
ux Vc{(x, y)lh(xo, yo)-E < h(x, yW h(xo, yo)+E} 
and that U is a cozero-set of X. Since &(U) is a cozero-set of 7(X) and 
h’(x;l, yo)-E < h’(x’, y)<h’(& YO)+~ 
for any (x’, y) E @x(U) x V, where xh = &(x0), h’ is a continuous map. 
Now let G = {(x, y) 1 g(x, y) > 0) be a cozero-set of X x Y, where g :X x Y + I is 
continuous, and let (x0, yo) E G. If we define a map g’ : T(X) x Y + I as above, it is 
continuous and so G’= {(x’, y) Ig’(x’, y) > 0) is a cozero-set of T(X) x Y. Let xb = 
&(x0). Then, since r(X) is locally compact, by Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 there exists a
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rectangular cozero-set P x Q of T(X) x Y such that 
and hewe 
ho, yo) E 0;;’ (P) x Q = G, 
where @;;’ (P) x Q is a rectangular cozero-set of X x Y. Therefore by Theorem 1.2 
we have 7(X X Y) = 7(X) X 7(Y). 
(3)-i* (1). Suppose that there exists a point x0 of X such that the closure of any 
cozerc-set nbd of x0 is not w-compact. If we denote by {W, 1 cu E l2) the totality of 
cozero-set nods of x0, then by Proposition 2.6, for any o E J2 there exists a space Y, 
with only one non-isolated point y, E Y, and a continuous map h, :X x Y, + I 
sucht’~at!&)=lforrEXxy,andh,‘(0)k~(W,xy)ZOforyE Y,-ya.LetSbe 
a regular HausdorR space constructed inLemma 3.1, and let S, be the copy of S for 
each r~ E 0. Then there exists a homeomorphism Q~ of S onto Sol. In the topological 
sum & u Y, we identify a point b, = pa(b) with y,. By this identification we have a 
quotient space 2, which is regular. We next define a space Y as a quotient space of 
the topological sum U 2, obtained by identifying every point aar = tpa(a) E S,. 
Clear:ly Y is regular Hausdorff. Let 9 : U Z& Y be the quotient map, and put 
& = 4 (am) for each ar E 0. Then it is shown that there exists a cozero-set G of X x Y 
containing (x0, f), for which there is no rectangular cozero-set U x V such that 
(x0, $) E U X V c G. To see this, we consider amap g :X x Y + I defined by 
g(d = 1 forrEXx(Y-U(Y,-y,)), 
g(z)=h,(z) forzEXxy,yE Ya-y,. 
Clewly it is a continuous map and so G = {(x, y ) 1 g(x, y ) :> 0) is a cozero-set of X x Y 
containing ([x0, 5). Furthermore we have (W, x V) n g-‘(O) # 0 for any rectangular 
mzero-set nbd W, x V of (x0,6). In fact, for any cozeso-set nbd V of 5, we have 
Vn (Y, - ym) # 0 for each (Y, and hence there is no rectangular cozero-set W, x V 
such that (~;a, 6) E W, x V c G, which implies that r(X x Y) # 7(X) x T(Y). This is a 
contradiction. Thus (3) implies (1). 
Since (2) + (3) is obvious, we compkte the proof. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.7 
(l)+ (2). Let X be a space sa:tisfving (1) and Y an arbitrary k-space. If G = 
{(x, y) 1 g(x, y) > 0) is a cozero-set of k x Y with (x0, yo) E G, where g :X )r: Y + I is a 
cantinuous map, then there exists a cozero-set nbd U of xo such that 0 c G(yo) and 
~~ is pseudocompact. By Proposition 2.9, Q& x Y - G) is closed in Y so that 
V= Y-~~Y(Dx Y-G) is open in Y, and 
(xo,y&UxVcG. 
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. From this fact it follows that, if we define a map g’ : r(X) x Y =+ 1 by 
g’(x’, y) = gk y) for (x’, y) E T(X) x Y, 
where x is an arbitrary point of @gl (x’), then it is a (well-defined) continuous map. 
Hence G’ = {(x’, y) 1 g’(x’, y) > 0) is a cozero-set of 7(X) x Y with (xb, yO) E G’, where 
xb = &(xo). Therefore there exists a cozero-set nbd W of x& such that 63~ G’(yo) 
and w is pseudocompact. Indeed, let P be a cozero-set nbd of xb such that 
PC G’(y& Then by (1) there exists a cozero-set nbd Ul of x0 such that o1 c Q;;’ (P) 
and 01 is pseudocompact. Since &( Ul) c @&I) c &( U1) and Qix( &) is pseu- 
docompact, &( Ul) is also pseudocompact. Hence if we put W = d&( Ul), it satisfies 
the required properties. 
Now let K be any compact set of Y. Since WX K is pseudocompact, it is 
C*-embedded in/3(w) x K by I. Glicksberg’s theorem [2]. Hence from the fact that 
/3(w)xY is a k -space, it follows that w x Y is C*-embedded in p(m) x Y. Let 
g’i@x Y be the restrictionof g’:r(X)x Y4 to WX Y and gh:@(l@)x Y4 a 
continuous extension of g’ 1 IV X Y over fl( IV) X Y. If we put 
Gh =1(x, y)W~lx Ykdx, YPOI, 
then G’ n (w x Y) = G;1 n (w x Y), and /3( I@ x yo c Gb by the pseudocompact- 
ness of fi Furthermore amap f : Y + I defined by 
f(y) = W&Ax, y)lx WWI 
is continuous by the compactness of fi( w). Hence if we put 
S={y E Ylf(Y)>Oh 
we have @(I@ x Q c Gh. Since this implies that W x Q c G’, it follows that 
(xo,yo)~@i~(W)xQcG. 
Hence by Theorem 1.2 we have 7(X x Y) = 7(X) x T(Y). 
(3) + (1). Suppose that there exists a point x0 of X and a cozero-set nbd U of x0 
such that for any cozero-set nbd W of x0 with W c U, \v is not pseudocompact. Let 
{WI la E 0) be the totality of cozero-set nbds of x0 contained in U. Then by 
Proposition 2.8, for each a E In there exists a space Y, = W(oo + 1) and a continuous 
map h, :X x Y, + I such that 
h,(z) = 1 forzEXxoo, 
hO’(O)n(W, xn)#0 for n <wo. 
Let S be the regular k-space constructed inLemma 3.1, and let S, be the copy of S 
for each a! E 0. Then there exists a homeomorphism Qa : S + S,, and so we put 
a0 =rpo(a) and b, = (p=(b). Lelt P, b e a space obtained from the topological sum 
S, u Y, by identifying b, E S, and w. E Y,. We next define a space Y as a quotient 
space of the topological sum U Pa obtained by identifying every aa. Since the 
topological suni S, u Y, is a regular k-space, so is the quotient space Pa. Hence both 
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*the topological sum UPa and its quotient space Y are also regular k-spaces. Let 
q : U Pa+ Y be a quotient map, and let us put 6 = q(a,), a! E 0. Then by the same way 
as in the proof of Theorem 1.5 we can construct a cozero-set G of Xx Y with 
(x0,6) E G, for which there is no rectangular cozero-set U x V such that (x0, 6) E 
U x V e G. Therefore we have 7(X x Y) # T(X) x T(Y), which is a contradiction. 
This shows that (3) implies (1). 
Since (2)+ (3) is obvious, we complete the proof. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.8 
As a first step we shall prove the following lemma. 
~~EBW 5.1. Let & = (PA 1 h E A} be any maximal family of r-open sets of the product 
X-n{Xdli=l ,..., n}ofspacesXl,..., X, with the finite intersection property. If 
xiEn{&,,?rr(PA)lh EA} for i= 1,. . . , n, then 
where ?ri :X + Xi is the projection. 
7%erefore, ifXi, i-l,..., n, are w-compact, then n {Xi 1 i = 1, . r . , n} is also 
w-compact. 
Proof. To prove the first part of the lemma by induction, assume that it is valid for 
n = k - 1, where 2 s k. Notice that, in case n = 1, it is obviously valid. Now let 
Jdl={PAIAEA} be any maximal family of r-open sets of X=n{Xili=l,...,k) 
with the finite intersection property and let xi E n {cl~~~i(P~) I A E A} for i = 1, . . . , k. 
If we denote by n the projection from X to X’ = n {Xi 1 i = 1, . . . , k - l}, then 
A’ = {v(Pi) 1 A E A} is a maximal family of Ir-open sets of X’ with the finite inter- 
section property and xi E n {clx,lr’&r(P’)) IA E A) for i = 1, . . . , k - I, where or: is 
the proje&a from X’ to Xi. So by our assumption we have 
To show that 
# =(x1 ). . . ,xk)~n(clxP& ~4, 
we take any open nbd UI x l . l x t;‘i of x. As is easily seen, for any A E A the set 
Wk((Ul X’ l l x U,-l x Xk) n PA) is a 7 -open set of Xk belonging to a maximal f:.mily 
.Iclk = {n,(P*) 1 A E A} of Ir-open sets ,af ;rilT;, with the finite intersection property. ):.ence 
we have 
for any A E A, which implies that 
W 1X “*xUk)n~,&fl forAEA. 
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Consequently we have (~1 , . . . p xk) E n {clip* IA E A}. Thus the first part of the 
lemma is valid. 
To show the second part of the lemma, let Xi, i = 1, l . . , II, be w-compact spaces 
and & the family of Ir-open sets of X = n {Xi 1 i = 1, . . . , n} with the finite inter- 
section property. Then by Zorn’s lemma there exists a maximal family &‘= 
{PA 1 A E A} of r-open sets of X with the finite intersection property containing &. 
Since for each i {ri(PA) 1 A E A} is a maximal family of r-open sets of a w-compact 
space Xi with the finite intersection property, there exists a point xi of Xi such that 
Xi E n {Cl*i7ri(PA) 1  E A}. 
Hence by the first part of the lemma, we have 
(Xl ,...,x,)E~{~~~P~IAEA). 
Therefore it follows that X is w-compact. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1.8. (1) Let {Xa I a! E 0) be a family of w-compact spaces, and let 
Jcd = (PA IA E A} be any maximal family of r-open sets of n X, with the finite 
intersection property. Since each X, is w-compact, there exists a point x,, E X, such 
that 
where VJ, is the projection from n X, to X,. Let us put xo = (xor) En Xa. To see that 
for any open nbd nYzl wi: (Ui) of x0, 
h ti&l(Ui)nPA #0 forA EA, 
i=l 
it suffices to show that 
(t&x- x Ua)nm(P,)fO for A EA, 
where w is the projection from n X, to n {Xai Ii = 1, . . . , n). However this is valid by 
Lemma 5.1, since {w(P~)~A E A} is a maximal family of r-open sets of n (xbili = 
1 *‘-‘9 n} with the finite intersection property. Thus (1) holds. 
(2) Let (x0 1 a E 0) be a family of w-compact spaces. Then by (1) the product 
X = fl X, is w-compact. Hence by Proposition 2.1, T(X) is compact as well as any 
7(XQ). Denoting by ~6~ for brevity the natural map of a space Xa to 7(X;), there 
exists a continuous map f : 7(X) + n r(Xp) such that n @a =f 0 Qx, where 
n !Z& :X + fl7(xq) is the product map. Obviously f is surjective. Hence, to show 
that f is homeomorphic, t suffices to prove that f is one-to-one. 
Let Ix be the set of all continuous maps q :X + I, and let x = (~a) and y = (y&) be 
any two points of X If q(x) = q(y) for any v> EI”, then for any cy E a 
(P&) = 4~~) for any (PQ E Ixa. 
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We next prove that the converse is true. To see this, assume the contrary. Then there 
exists a Q E Ix such that 
I&)_Q(Y)l~ 8 for some e > 0. 
We take :an open nbd nL1 ai: ( U1) of x = (xor) such that 
where W= is the projection of X to X,, and define a point y’ = (yh) as follows: 
y: =ya for ar # cyl, . . . . %r 
Y’ =&a, 04 fori=l,...,n. 
Since y’~ nL1 7~;: (Ui), it holds that Iq(y’)-q(x)1 G E. On the other hand, from the 
assumption that qa (x0) = qa (ya) for any qa E I*-, it follows that q(y) = cp(y’). To see 
this, let us put yo = y and define yk E X, k = 1, . . . , n, as follows: 
(Y 1 k a,=xa,, fori=l,..., k, 
(y& = y, for cy P cyl, . . . , tqp 
where (y& denotes the a-coordinate of yk. Then y,, = y’ and card{a 1 (yk-l)a # 
(yk),}GlfOrk=l,..., PZ. Let us further define a map pak :XpL + I as the restriction 
of Q to the subset 
Then, since qak (y& = qak (x&, we have 
which means albat 
~(yk_1) = I for k = 1,. . . , n. 
Therefore the equality Q(Y) = I . Hence it follows that IQ(X) -Q(Y)) < t‘, 
which is a contradiction. Consequenflv the converse is true, which shows that f is 
one-to-one. Thus the proof is comple-Fed. 
Remark. In the proof of Theorem l.83 (a), we use only the fact that every r(X,) is 
compact as well as r(pI X0). If r(rs A;) is compact, hen n T(Xa) is compact as the 
image of am X,) under a continuo’tu map, and hen&every 7(X,) is also compact. 
Therefore Theorem M(2) holds undoer the assumption that ?(nX,) is compact. 
However I do not know whether {\flXa) is compact whenever every 7(X,) itb 
compact. 
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6. Proof of Corollaries 1.9 and 1.10 
Let {Xa Icu E 0) be a family of w-compact spaces, and let f: n X, + I be a 
continuous map. Then there exists a continuous map fi : n T(&) + I such that 
f =fi. 0 Cpn%, since r(n Xy ) = n 7(X,) by Theorem 1.8. Hence it follows from Y. 
Mibu’s theorem [3] that there exists a countable number of indices {a (i) 1 i E N} and a 
continuous map h : n r(Xp(i)) + I such that ft = h 0 ~1, where ~1: n 7(X,) + 
n r(Xati)) is the projection. Let us put g = h 0 @n x_(,). Then g : n Xa(i) + I satisfies 
the required property. Indeed, by r(n Xpti,) = n 7(X,&, we have 
where q : fl X, + n Xrti) is the projection. Thus the proof of Corollary 1.9 is 
completed. 
Corollary 1.10 is also proved by reducing it to the case of compact spaces and 
making use of R. Engelking’s theorem [ 11. This completes the proof. 
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